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ABSTRACT

contrast, dynamic approach can target the specific problem that
has occurred in the production environment. However, it needs to
perform monitoring on production systems, inevitably imposing
overhead. To avoid excessive runtime overhead, previous research
proposed performance diagnosis based on system-level metrics or
events that can be easily collected with low overhead, such as CPU
utilization, free memory, system calls, and performance-counter
events [1, 2]. Unfortunately, without knowledge about program semantics, those dynamic techniques suffer from both false positives
and false negatives too [1, 2].
We developed HyTrace, a novel hybrid performance bug diagnosis scheme for production cloud infrastructures. Our technique
does not require application source code and imposes little overhead, which makes it practical for the production cloud environment. Our idea is to construct a static anti-pattern detector (Hytracestatic) and a dynamic abnormal behavior detector (Hytrace-dynamic)
that each individually provides high coverage maybe at the expense
of precisions. When combining such schemes, the high coverage
will naturally be retained and the lost precision fortunately can be
regained as most false alarms will not be reported by both schemes
that conduct diagnosis from different perspectives.
We successfully reproduced 14 out of the 133 performance bugs 1 .
Our results show that HyTrace significantly improves the accuracy,
with the true root-cause’ ranking improved from top 31 to top 6 (on
average) for diagnosing 13 out of 14 reproduced performance bugs
compared to existing pure-dynamic analysis tools (PerfScope [2]).
None of these bugs can be covered by traditional pure static checkers that target on general software bugs (Infer [3], Findbugs [6])
or specific types of loop inefficiency bugs (Caramel [5]). Moreover,
HyTrace-static improves the coverage by at least 69% for diagnosing 133 performance bugs compared to Infer, Findbugs and Caramel.
HyTrace is light-weight: imposing less than 3% overhead to production systems and localizing suspicious functions for complex
server applications with millions lines of code within tens of minutes.

Server applications running inside production cloud infrastructures
are prone to various performance problems (e.g., software hang,
performance slow down). When those problems occur, developers
often have little clue to diagnose those problems. We present HyTrace, a novel hybrid approach to diagnosing performance problems in production cloud infrastructures. HyTrace combines rulebased static analysis and runtime inference techniques to achieve
higher bug localization accuracy than pure-static and pure-dynamic
approaches for performance bugs. HyTrace does not require source
code and can be applied to both compiled and interpreted programs such as C/C++ and Java. We conduct experiments using real
performance bugs from seven commonly used server applications.
The results show that our approach can significantly improve the
performance bug diagnosis accuracy compared to existing diagnosis techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing infrastructures have become increasingly popular by allowing users to access computing resources in a costeffective way. However, when performance problems (e.g., software hang, performance slowdown) occur in production cloud infrastructures, it is notoriously difficult to diagnose because the developers often have little diagnostic information (e.g., no error log
or core dump) to localize the fault.
Previous work on performance bugs can be broadly classified
into two groups: 1) static analysis schemes [3–6] that detect bugs
by searching specific performance anti-patterns in software, such
as inefficient call sequences or loop patterns; and 2) dynamic runtime analysis schemes [1, 2] that closely monitor runtime application behaviors to infer root causes of performance problems. In
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benchmark suite is used by previous performance diagnosis work.

